In this paper, the multi-agent computer virus immune system based on immunity and multi-agent intrusion detection system based on immunity are established thorough combination of biological immune system and multi-agent technology. The multilayer defense structure is applied to the computer virus immune system to realize high distributives, adaptively and robustness relying on the independent agents with different functions. As for the intrusion detection system, the acquired knowledge is automatically systemized in the way of gene combination to cope with some unknown attack modes, moreover, the system is able to collect data in the different layers and analyze the essential relationship, so that it can detect not only the host-based attack, but also the network-based attack.
INTRODUCTION
Considering that the operating mechanism of computer is naturally similar to that of an organism, the principle that biological immune system successfully protects the organism from interferences is an important basis for study of computer security (Mark,2007) . In the view of information science, the biological immune system actually is a large-scale information processing system, featured with good distributives, adaptively, robustness, however, the existing computer security system is not provided with those features (Makalar et al.,2003) . In this paper, the biological immune system will be analyzed first to work out the working principle of biological immune system, based on which an artificial immune system model that simulates the incomplete matching, negative selection, memory and other mechanisms aiming to the computer security is built (Arrena and Garen,2002) . The model is featured with strong information processing capability. Besides, the multi-agent computer virus immune system based on immunity and the multi-agent intrusion detection system based on immunity are established thorough combination of biological immune system and multi-agent technology. The multilayer defense structure is applied to the computer virus immune system to realize high distributives, adaptively and robustness relying on the independent agents with different functions (Bean,1997) . As for the intrusion detection system, the acquired knowledge is automatically systemized in the way of gene combination to cope with some unknown attack modes, moreover, the system is able to collect data in the different layers and analyze the essential relationship, so that it can detect not only the host-based attack, but also the network-based attack (Cheng et al.,2015) .
BIOLOGICAL IMMUNE SYSTEM

Introduction of biological immune system
We live in a world full of various bacteria and viruses which are harmful to the organism after entering into the organism through respiration, food and contact. However, people can still survive and keep health under this condition because of their biological immune system (Dean and Jure,1997) .
The biological immune system is used to protect the organism free from interference of foreign germs (Eeare,1993) . When external antigen (virus, bacteria, fungus, parasite, etc.) intrudes into the organism, the immune system is able to identify the "self" and "oneself" to clear away and eliminate foreign matters (Eellen and Serena,2002) . The "self" refers to the cells and molecules of organism itself while the "oneself" refers to the foreign antigen. Therefore, the immune system is faced with model identification problem between the "self" and "oneself". Figure 1 . The multi-agent intrusion detection system based on immune structure
Multilayer structure of biological immune system
The biological immune system is structured in several layers (Eellen and Serena,2005) : the outermost layer is skin which can block some kinds of antigens as the first obstacle to the antigen; the second layer is the physiological environment in which some antigens are generally difficult to survive due to the specific temperature and PH value of organism; the third layer is the innate immune system which is also called nonspecific immunity, and it is a type of natural defense function gradually formed in the germ life development and revolution process, featured with defense capability to multiple germs without pertinence as borne to be acquired through inheritance, and honored as the "spearhead" for anti-infectious immunity; the final layer is the adaptive immune system, or the specific immunity as it has the adaptively for adapting and learning to identify the antigen of specified kind, as well as keeping the memory to quick the future response, moreover, the response of this layer is generally faster than that of the innate immune system (Irrenger,2005) .
As for different layers of the immune system, the adaptive immune system is the most complex and interest layer of the whole system (Ellence and Done,2001) . In consideration of the information science, it is actually a large-scale information processing system, possessing the highest value for research on the computer security, thus the working principle of adaptive immune system will be carefully analyzed below (Jone,2002) . 
Recognition mechanism of biological immune system
In the immune system, it is the lymphocyte that conducts the detection. The lymphocyte identifies antigen through chemical binding (Jin et al.,2015) . Once the binding between antigen determinant site secreted from antigen and the acceptor on the lymphocyte surface is established, the antigen will be discovered. The more consistent are between the structures of epitome and receptor, the higher is the intimate degree between them, so the more possible may the binding occur (Jure,1996) .
On the surface of a lymphocyte are about 100000 acceptors. Those acceptors are in the same structure, thus one lymphocyte can only be boundedwith the antigen with the same structure (Kid and Sure,2004) . If the antigen determinant site bounded with acceptor on lymphocyte surface exceeding a certain amount, the lymphocyte will be activated, in other word, when the antigen determinant site bounded with acceptor on lymphocyte surface exceeds the activated thresholds, the lymphocyte will be activated, and otherwise the lymphocyte cannot be activated (Jin et al.,2014) . The binding between the lymphocyte and antigen is approximate but not accurate. Considering there are many kinds of antigens, the binding between the random lymphocyte and random antigen is nearly impossible to occur if each type of antigen and the only lymphocyte are accurately bounded with each other. The accurate binding is unrealistic, and approximate binding shall be used to make use of small number of lymphocytes to detect all possible antigens, so as to save the system resources.
Biological Immune model
According to the above description, the VRPTW model is actually:
In the model: equation (1) represents the target function and zij can be time costdistance, which is determined according to the goal of solving practical problems; equation(2) represents a judgment of the vehicle from customer i to customer j and m is the number of the vehicles involved in the delivery while M is the total number of vehicles possessed by the delivery center; equation(3) represents the limitation of vehicle loading capacity which ensures that each vehicle is never overloaded; equation(4) and equation (5) ensure that each customer is only served by one vehicle for only one time; equation (1) to (5) consist the model of vehicle routing problems with the restriction of time window being neglected; equation (6), (7), (8) are the restriction conditions of VRPTW with tij being used as the time of vehicle going from customer i to customer j, i, j = 0, ……, 1,2,,L;s i is the service time spent for the customer i; at j is the time for the vehicle to arrive to customer i. Equation (8) represents that fact that the vehicle has arrived at customer i earlier than the earliest permitted service time i Te . Wt i is the time for the vehicle to wait in i. Equation (9) represents the difference between the time for the vehicle on road to get to i and the limitation of time window(that is the latest service time permitted by the customer); equation (10) 
MULTI-AGENT INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM BASED ON IMMUNITY
The Internet is developed rapidly as it is more open, sharable, with increasingly expanded interconnection, and people are stepping in a new Internet era. However, while enjoying the convenience brought by the Internet, people are also puzzled by more and more Internet security problems (Neata,2010). To design some security measures to prevent the unauthorized data access and illegal resources utilization is very important and urgent for the current Internet security field (Pure,2009). People have developed many Internet security technologies to protect the information, including access control, authorization certification, data encryption, firewall, unfortunately, the intruders can still bypass them and enter into the system. The above technologies are actually the static protection technologies, and the intrusion detection system, as the dynamic protection, can supplement those and further solve the Internet security problems (Quintar and Puiggali,1986) .
Multi-agent intrusion detection system based on immunity
The intrusion detection system is composed of detection rule set generation center, data collect agent, date filtering agent, monitoring agent, response agent and decision support system, and the system schematic diagram is as Table 2 .
The biological immune system is structured in several layers: the outermost layer is skin which can block some kinds of antigens as the first obstacle to the antigen; the second layer is the physiological environment in which some antigens are generally difficult to survive due to the specific temperature and PH value of organism; the third layer is the innate immune system which is also called nonspecific immunity, and it is a type of natural defense function gradually formed in the germ life development and revolution process, featured with defense capability to multiple germs without pertinence as borne to be acquired through inheritance, and honored as the "spearhead" for anti-infectious immunity; the final layer is the adaptive immune system, or the specific immunity as it has the adaptively for adapting and learning to identify the antigen of specified kind, as well as keeping the memory to quick the future response, moreover, the response of this layer is generally faster than that of the innate immune system (Shaogang and Shao,2001 ).
Detection rule set generation center
The detection rule set generation center is regarded as the bone marrow and thymus of the biological immune system, responsible for generating a quantity of detection rule sets (Taker,1999) . The detection rule set is used to describe the abnormal communication of Internet data and each detection rule set is only to be sent to the host, and then the host will discover the communication mode by making use of detection rule set (Zhao et al.,2015) . For the organism, the bone marrow and thymus will constantly produce detection cells which are called as antibody and send them to the lymph node. The antibody will monitor all living cells at each lymph node, so as to find out the cells called as antigen intruding the lymph node. For the system established in the paper, the local host, detection rule set and internet intrusion activity are regarded as the lymph node, antibody and antigen of human body (as shown in Table 1 ). The detection rule set will monitor the Internet communication mode in the local host to discover, identify and prevent internet intrusion in time.
The local host will start to detect the Internet data after the detection rule set is sent, and it will produce a memory-based detection rule in the host in case of any abnormity to copy and send its own to other local hosts (Tu and Quan,2014) . Along with the accumulative intrusion detection, the memory-based detection rule sets of the local host will be increased constantly while the number of detection rule sets to be sent to other hosts will be deceased successively. The copying mechanism is actually the simulation of the clone and selection process in biological immune system (Ya and Qin,2015) .
The response agent take measures as per the strategies sent form the monitoring agent, and general the response agent will have the following actions: terminate connection to Internet, close designated IP or the sender, reject external connection request, disconnect user session, change user access right, and alter process priority.
Except for the above parts, the software platform for supporting the multi-agent intrusion detection system must include the following two main modules to serve as the brain and nerve of the whole system:
(1) Agent communication module
Agent communication module is specially used for the communication among different agents and it is obviously important as the whole system will be in failure if the communication module is not under normal condition, thus the communication module must be safe and reliable, with high-quality communication function. First, the module needs to transmit data from one part of the system to another part as quick as possible to ensure the instantaneity of the system. Second, the agent cannot be read by other entities as it may include some sensitive data, or the data may be utilized by intruders, so the communication module must be equipped with "secure tunnel" for encrypt and decrypt the interacting data of the system.
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Figure3.Detection system of different function modules
(2) Agent control module Agent control module is responsible for coordinating and controlling the agent in the system, including sending startup, termination and configuration demands, and regularly checking the status of agent. The module will start a new agent to make it up once discovering the failure of a certain agent.
Message transmission among agents
All agents of CVIS coordinate with each other through the message transmission. Once being established, the agent will be provided with the only marker whose name, address and other information are registered in the communicator. If any agent needs coordination, the relevant massage will be sent to the communicator, and then the communicator will serve as the message buffer to find out the corresponding agent and send the message. The communicator is the communication bridge among different agents, functioning for agent registration and message queue control.
As for the message format, the per formatives of agent communication language such as KQML, FIPA, ACL, XML, or the self-defined communication language are the message headers, the specific communication contents are message bodies. The corresponding communication protocol shall be made to get the meanings of message so as to handle the message with right actions.
The formatives of messages among different agents are: send-message (sender, Receiver, Message), wherein the message can be specifically categorized as shown in Table 2 .
CONCLUSION
The multi-agent intrusion detection system based on the immunity is proposed in the paper, and this system has the following advantages: The agents are distributed at the nodes of the network and the attacking of single node will not affect the detectability of other nodes, so that the robustness of the whole system is improved, and single-node failure is avoided. The system can collect data in different layers of the system (Internet layer, user layer and system layer) and analyze their intrinsic relationship, so that it can detect not only the host-based attack, but also the network-based attack. The detection rule set produced through gene combination integrates the existing intruding method and automatically systemizes all knowledge. No matter whether attacks are detected or not through this intruding method, the adaptivity of the system is improved, capable of detecting some unknown attacking mode and promoting the detection efficiency of the system owning to the simulation to memory mechanism of biological immune system. The paper only works out the elementary exploration of the system, and there are still many problems remaining for further study, including gene extraction, determination of combination rule, etc.
The multi-agent CVIS system is equipped with multilayer virus auto detection, processing, software agent and other design modes, overcoming the previous disadvantages for coping with new virus in the way of manual intervention and version updating, so as to help the user enjoy the highest security at the lowest price. Compared with the process anti-virus technology, the system has the following advantages:
(1) Each host will produce their detector different from others, so those hosts are different in terms of virus immunity, and other hosts will not be affected if single host is intruded, which greatly improves the robustness of the system.
(2) The detector generated through negative selection algorithm can find out the unknown virus, which overcomes the previous advantage that only the known virus can be discovered, and improves the adaptivity of the system.
(3) The inaccurate matching algorithm is applied, in which one detector is able to discover a kind of virus. The system adjusts the number of detectors thorough setting the activation of threshold, so as to find out virus as many as possible with fewer detectors and promote the usage rate of system resources.
(4) The system simulates the memory mechanism of the biological immune system, capable of learning to some degree, so that it can eliminate virus faster if it encounters the same virus again. Although the system overcomes some previous disadvantages in terms of conflicting virus, nowadays it is still not enough as being faced with more and more viruses.
